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VSoft’s VServe Data Center Exceeds 75 Customers
Financial solution provider’s outsourcing division continues steady growth
ATLANTA, Nov. 1, 2011 – VSoft Corporation, a global information and technology provider of
process improvement solutions for financial institutions, announced today that the company has
surpassed 75 customers at its global data center VServe. Customers include Public Service
Credit Union of Denver, San Francisco–based Union Bank, Oswego, Ill.–based Allied First Bank
and Milwaukee, Wisc.-based Great Midwest Bank.
VServe provides VSoft’s full suite of check and core processing software solutions to bank and
credit union customers of all sizes. Financial Institutions can take advantage of an outsourcing
alterative with VServe, which offers high capacity network systems that deliver a dependable
infrastructure, and is staffed by operations experts, network architects and application
administration managers to provide customer support 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
“Partnering with VServe to host our branch capture product provided us with a best-case scenario
that we felt was tailor-made to fit our needs,” said Mark Loeffel, vice president of Great Midwest
Bank. “Maximizing efficiency with check processing is an important initiative for any bank, and
VSoft provides forward-looking solutions with the tools to satisfy operational and strategic
requirements.”
VSoft solutions handle complete, end-to-end processing to ensure efficient, quality transaction
processing. The company expanded its deployment options with VServe in 2010 in addition to its
in–house and partner offerings.
“Exceeding 75 VServe customers represents a significant milestone, and we look forward to
working with many additional institutions to maximize efficiency and cost savings through
technology enhancements,” said Murthy Veeraghanta, chairman and managing director, VSoft
Corporation. “VServe is equipped to protect critical information and through proactive monitoring
mitigates risk and ensures regulatory compliance. The cost reduction and increased flexibility

offered by VServe enable financial institutions to easily bring new products and services to market
without a large capital investment.”
About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers core and payment-processing solutions that improve service, reduce
cost and maximize efficiency for financial institutions. Its solutions provide seamless, real-time,
high-volume and high-performance transactions across multiple channels and can be delivered
in–house, or as an outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best meet the needs of individual financial
institutions.
VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 1,900 banks, credit unions and savings
institutions, as well as transaction processors, governments, utilities, telecommunications and
retail organizations worldwide. The company’s growth and stability has been recognized by
inclusion in the Inc. 5000 list for four years running and featured in Bank Technology News’ 9th
Annual Innovator Awards for CoreSoft, its core solution. For more information call 770-225-7692
or visit www.vsoftcorp.com.
#
Editor's Note: The correct usage of the company name, VSoft Corporation, is either referring to it
as VSoft Corporation or VSoft, with both the "V" and the "S" capitalized.

